Name of the Tool

MIT Libraries

Home Page

Logo

URL

https://libraries.mit.edu/search/

Subject

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Libraries--Catalogs

Accessibility

Partially free

Language

English

Publisher

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Scope and Coverage
The MIT Libraries are now five divisional libraries: Hayden (Science and
Humanities), Barker Engineering, Lewis Music Library, Dewey (social sciences
and management), and Rotch (architecture and planning). All the libraries cover
huge numbers of resources. The print and multimedia collections of the MIT
Libraries include more than 5 million items, with over 3 million volumes of print
material, 17,000 journal and other serial subscriptions, 478 online databases, over
55,000 electronic journal titles licensed for access, and over 2.8 million items in
collections of microforms, maps, images, musical scores, sound recordings, and
videotapes. In addition to the divisional libraries, there are a few smaller libraries
that serve specialized fields: Lewis Music and Rotch Visual Collections. The Lewis
Music Library houses the MIT Music Oral History Project. The Institute Archives
and Special Collections contain materials documenting MIT’s history, and the
Library Storage Annex, located off-campus, houses materials that can be requested
and available for use the next business day. The Libraries also manage DSpace, a
digital repository created to capture, preserve, and share MIT's intellectual output
with the world. DSpace at MIT currently houses over 21,000 MIT theses.

Kind of Information

In the MIT Libraries home page, there is following basic search catalog with
options to choose one particular material type (from articles, e-books, e-journals,
databases, books, courseware, and website) and bibliographic field (from key word,
title, and author).

In advance search process, users can choose the bibliographic field from following
options showing in the drop down menu. To get desired documents users may add
the search queries as required by ‘and’, ‘or’, ‘not’ Boolean operators.

The search result can be refined by mentioning the following options:

The above search processes produce a list of documents where every title is
hyperlinked with a web page with the detail bibliographic information, viz., title of
the work, name of the author, language, publication information, publication date,
physical description, series, publication type, document type, subject terms, notes,
name of other author if required, ISBN, OCLC numbers, accession number, name
of the database where the particular document is found.
Along with the above bibliographic information there is links to similar books,
other books by this author, google book preview.

Special Features

 With catalog search process there are following additional search tools for:






MIT’s WorldCat;
Vera: Databases & e-journals;
MIT course reserves;
HathiTrust Digital Library;
Full-text finder;

 There are following tools users can use for particular desired document:










Print
E-mail
Save
Cite
Export
Permalink
Share

DSpace@MIT is a service of the MIT Libraries to provide MIT faculty,

researchers and their supporting communities stable, long-term storage for
their digital research and teaching output and to maximize exposure of their
content to a world audience. DSpace@MIT content includes conference
papers, images, peer-reviewed scholarly articles, preprints, technical reports,
theses, working papers, research datasets and more. This collection of more
than 90,000 high-quality works is recognized as among the world's premier
scholarly repositories and receives, on average, more than 1 million
downloads per month.

Arrangement Pattern

The search result produces a list of documents arranged by relevancy to the search
queries. Users can rearrange the list by publication date (newest date to oldest date
or vice versa).

Remarks
According to the library website the mission of the MIT Libraries is to create and
sustain an evolving information environment that advances learning, research, and
innovation at MIT. We are committed to excellence in services, strategies, and
systems that promote discovery, preserve knowledge, and improve worldwide
scholarly communication.

Comparable Tools

 National Institute of Technology Calicut (http://124.124.70.124/)
 Delhi Technological University Library Catalog (http://14.139.251.109/)
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